The Shealagh Waters Memorial Special Award Classes
I am very sorry that Sheila Hindle was unable to Judge these
classes due to illness and I thank all of the exhibitors for
accepting me as a substitute.
SA1 Junior Dog or Bitch 8 entries (2 absent)
1st Kendall & Askins Cofton Winter Time Tale at Headra This
super Blenheim girl of just 11 months headed an excellent class.
She is a really sound mover both front and rear. Well balanced
and with a good tail set. I liked her well rounded chest and
particularly her well laid back shoulders. She has a full head for
a bitch so young. Her round dark eyes and her turned up nose
give the desired pleasing expression. She was full of mischief
and it was that that gave her the edge.
2nd Goodwin’s Diggle Dandelion see Post Graduate
3rd Smith’s Justacharma One So Magic Tricolour 9 Months

SA2 Post Graduate Dog or Bitch 6 entries
1st Goodwin’s Diggle Dandelion Blenheim 15 Months. I have no
doubt that this is an excellent dog, The way he moves around
the ring with style and as if he owns it. He has good strong bone
including a wonderful rib cage. He has a very strong head with a
Black nose and wide open nostrils, a square muzzle and well
cushioned cheeks all sitting on an arched neck giving that proud
head carriage.
2nd Mochrie’s Downsbank Razzle Dazzle ‘Em Tricolour 22
Months This is a really well constructed boy with correct
weight of bone. He is well balanced which good turn of stifle that
accounts for him driving round the ring with style. He is a
handsome Boy with a well defined stop, square muzzle and
correctly positioned large dark eyes.
3rd Constable’s Mitapip Rich Ruby Ruby Dog 2 yrs old

SA3 Open Dog or Bitch 6 entries 3 absent
1st Coupland’s Tucherish Julie Christie Tricolour 4 Yrs
old This bitch has almost the perfect Charlie head, the correct

size for her with an excellent dome. A deep stop, large eyes set
wide apart and correctly positioned, wide muzzle and her lips
meet perfectly. She was reluctant to show off her movement but
when on the table and stacked by her handler there is no doubt
about her overall construction.
2nd Willey & Siddle Penemma Picasso Tricolour 3 Yrs old This
was my most difficult decision. This boy can move and showed it
by going round the ring keeping his outline with his well
feathered tail flowing behind him. He has a beautiful coat that
gleamed in the sunshine. He has a well arched neck and stands
proudly. He is a handsome boy with a pleasing expression.
3rd Johnson’s Tomodachi of Alambra Black & Tan Dog 3 yrs
old

